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Abstract. A general analysis for the first-order design of the two-
conjugate zoom system, which consists of three lenses and has a real or
virtual image, is presented. The design formulas are derived. Of two-
conjugate zoom systems, we analyze the solution areas in the system
parameter diagrams under two particular initial conditions in which the
object/image and pupil magnifications of the middle lens are taken to be
1 and 21 or 21 and 1. Two design methods are proposed. Several
examples are given to demonstrate the proposed design procedures.
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1 Introduction

A zoom system is generally considered to consist of th
parts: the focusing, zooming, and fixed parts. The focus
part is placed in front of the zooming part, to adjust th
object distance. The zooming part is literally used f
zooming and the fixed rear part serves to control the fo
length or magnification and reduce the aberrations of
whole system. Some published papers1 concentrate on the
first-order zoom design in which only the object/image d
tance is fixed. However, few of them discuss the possi
solutions in the first-order design. Oskotsky2 describes a
graphoanalytical method for the first-order design of tw
lens zoom systems and discusses the region of Gaus
solution. Johnson and Feng3 use a methodology to discus
the potential solutions for a mechanically compensa
zoom lenses with a single moving element. We have a
proposed a two-optical-component method for design
zoom system.4

In a general zoom system, the aperture stop is usu
placed after the moving elements and before a fixed lens
the exit pupil position is fixed but the entrance pupil pos
tion varies widely in zooming. In some optical systems, t
wandering of the entrance pupil is not a great disadvanta
However, the variation of the entrance pupil position cou
be a very serious disadvantage for a large-zoom-ratio s
tem or a zoom-phase-contrast microscope.

A two-conjugate zoom system is the one in which n
only the object and image but also the entrance and e
pupils are fixed during zooming. Such a zoom system
quires at least three lenses that move separately. Hopk5

proposed the first-order design formulas for a special sy
metrical two-conjugate zoom system. In that case, the po
ers of the first and third lenses are the same and the mid
lens has a power with an opposite sign; the distance fr
3348 Opt. Eng. 35(11) 3348–3360 (November 1996) 0091-3286/96
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object to entrance pupil and the distance from image to exit
pupil are equal, but in opposite direction; the object/image
and pupil magnifications are numerically reciprocal and in
opposite sign; and the power of the system is the same for
any given magnification and its reciprocal. In the mean
position of zooming, he assumes the system has object/
image magnificationM521 and pupil magnification
M̄51, and the magnification of the middle lensM2 is 21.
Following the method described by Hopkins, Shiue6 dis-
cussed the two-conjugate zoom system withM51, M̄
521, andM251 in the mean position of zooming.

In this paper, we analyze a general two-conjugate zoom
system that consists of three lenses and has a real or virtual
image. The powers of the three lenses and the positions of
object, image, entrance, and exit pupils are not constrained
as those in the symmetrical system proposed by Hopkins.5

To simplify the design, we discuss two special two-
conjugate zoom systems in which the object/image and pu-
pil magnifications of the middle lens at the initial condition
are 1 and2 1 or 21 and 1. In both cases, we find the
possible solutions for the positions of object, image, en-
trance, and exit pupils, which are related to the power val-
ues of the three lenses, with the graphoanalytical method.2

Two design methods are discussed. Four examples are pre-
sented to demonstrate this analysis.

2 Theory

2.1 General Design Formulas

The notation used in this paper is shown in Fig. 1. The
objectO is imaged atO8 with a object/image magnification
M and the entrance pupilE is imaged at the exit pupilE8
with a pupil magnificationM̄ . Here l and l 8 are the dis-
tances from the first principal plane to the object and the
/$6.00 © 1996 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers
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Down
second principal plane to the image, respectively. Similar
l̄ and l̄ 8 are the distances from the first principal plane
the entrance pupil and the second principal plane to the e
pupil. In this paper, the distance to the right of the referen
point is positive; that to the left is negative. In this analysi
we take the paraxial and thin-lens approximations. For
thin lens, both the principal planes coincide with the len
The general conjugate equation gives

M

L8
2

1

ML
5K5

1

F
, ~1!

whereK andF are the equivalent power and focal length o
the system, respectively;L5(OE) is the distance from ob-
ject to entrance pupil of the system; andL85(O8E8) is the
distance from image to exit pupil of the system. From
Gaussian optics, we have

L5 l̄ 2l 5S 1
M̄

2
1

M
D F, ~2!

L85 l̄ 82l 85~M2M̄ !F. ~3!

With the distance from the first to the second princip
plane,D5~HH8!, we have

KD5PK2S 22M2
1

M D , ~4!

whereP is the distance from object to image~OO8!.
For a three-lens system with powersK1, K2, andK3 and

interlens separationsd12 andd23, the powerK and the dis-
tanceD are given by

K5K11K21K32dK1K32~d12K11d23K3!K2

1d12d23K1K2K3 , ~5!

KD52d2K1K32~d12
2 K11d23

2 K3!K21dd12d23K1K2K3 ,
~6!

whered5d121d23. Here,d12 can be expressed as

Fig. 1 Diagram of the Gaussian optics: P and P̄ are the distance
from object to image and the distance from entrance to exit pupil,
respectively.
loaded From: http://opticalengineering.spiedigitallibrary.org/ on 04/28/2014
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d125l 182l 25~12M1!F12S 1

M2
21DF2 , ~7!

or d125 l̄ 182 l̄ 25~12M̄1!F12S 1

M̄2

21D F2 , ~8!

whereM1(M̄1) andM2(M̄2) are the object/image~pupil!
magnifications of the first and second lenses, respectively
Using Eqs.~7! and ~8!, we have

F252
M12M̄1

1/M221/M̄2

F1 . ~9!

Similarly, d23 can be expressed as

d235l 282l 35~12M2!F22S 1

M3
21DF3 , ~10!

or d235 l̄ 282 l̄ 35~12M̄2!F22S 1

M̄3

21D F3 . ~11!

From Eqs.~10! and ~11!, we have

F352
M22M̄2

1/M321/M̄3

F2 . ~12!

Note thatL and L8 can also be regarded as the distances
from object to entrance pupil of the first lens and from
image to exit pupil of the third lens, respectively. So we
have

L5 l̄ 12l 15S 1

M̄1

2
1

M1
D F1 ~13!

and

L85 l̄ 382l 385~M32M̄3!F3 . ~14!

From Eqs.~1! to ~6! with different values ofK1, K2, and
K3, we can obtain a zoom system. However, it is difficult
to get a satisfactory result by generally solving the preced-
ing equations. To get a desirable solution easily, some con-
straints in solving are needed.

2.2 Two Special Initial Conditions

As mentioned, the special initial conditions in which the
object/image magnificationM2 and pupil magnificationM̄2
of the middle lens are 1 and21 or 21 and 1 in the initial
position are assumed. In the following, we discuss the so-
lutions under these two initial conditions.

2.2.1 Case 1: M251 and M̄2521

In this case, the marginal ray is through the center of the
middle lens, as shown in Fig. 2. SubstitutingM251 and
M̄2521 into Eqs.~9! and ~12!, we have
3349Optical Engineering, Vol. 35 No. 11, November 1996
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D

F252
M12M̄1

2
F1 , ~15!

F352
2

1/M321/M̄3

F2 . ~16!

In paraxial approximation, we have

l 15S 1

M1
21DF1 , ~17!

l̄ 15S 1

M̄1

21D F1 , ~18!

l 385~12M3!F3 ~19!

l̄ 385~12M̄3!F3 . ~20!

Equations~17! to ~20! indicate the positions of object, en-
trance pupil, image, and exit pupil. From these equations
we find that the positions of two pairs of conjugate planes
are related to the values ofF1, F2, andF3, and the values
of object/image and pupil magnifications of each lens.

Substituting the initial condition,M251 and M̄2521,
into Eqs.~7!, ~8!, ~10!, and ~11! and using Eqs.~18! and
~20!, we get

d125~12M1!F1 , ~21!

d125~12M̄1!F112F2 , ~22!

Fig. 2 Three-lens zoom system with the initial conditions M251 and
M̄2521. The marginal ray is through the center of the middle lens.

Table 1 Solution ranges of object position l 1 for different types of
F1 with the initial conditions M251 and M̄2521.

Types of F1 Solution Ranges of l 1

F1.0 (l 11F1).F1 or (l 11F1),0

F1,0 F1,(l 11F1),0
3350 Optical Engineering, Vol. 35 No. 11, November 1996
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d1252
F1
2

l̄ 11F1

1~F112F2!, ~23!

d2352S 1

M3
21DF3 , ~24!

d2352F22S 1

M̄3

21D F3 , ~25!

d235
F3
2

l̄ 382F3

1~F312F2!. ~26!

The interlens separationsd12 and d23 must be positive in
zooming. This provides some constraints on the solution,
i.e., on l 1, l̄ 1, l 83, and l̄ 38 . Under these constraints, we
can calculate the solution ranges ofl 1 and l 38 with Eqs.
~17!, ~19!, ~21!, and~24!. From Eq.~23!, we can also find
the solution ranges ofl̄ 1 for different combinations ofF1
and F2. Similarly, from Eq. ~26! we obtain the solution
ranges ofl̄ 38 for different combinations ofF2 andF3. All
the results forl 1 and l̄ 1 are shown in Tables 1 and 2 and
for l 38 and l̄ 38 in Tables 3 and 4.

By using Eqs.~15!, ~18!, and ~21!, F1
2/(F112F2) in

Table 2 becomes

Table 2 Solution ranges of entrance pupil position l̄ 1 for different
combinations of F1 and F2 with the initial conditions M251 and
M̄2521.

Types of F1 and F2 Solution Ranges of l̄ 1

F1.0, F2.0
~l̄ 11F1!.

F 1
2

F112F2
.0

or (l̄ 11F1),0

F1.0, F2,0 F112F2.0 ~l̄ 11F1!.
F 1

2

F112F2
.0

or (l̄ 11F1),0

F112F250 (l̄ 11F1),0

F112F2,0
F 1

2

F112F2
,~l̄ 11F1!,0

F1,0, F2.0 F112F2.0 ~l̄ 11F1!.
F 1

2

F112F2
.0

or (l̄ 11F1),0

F112F250 (l̄ 11F1),0

F112F2,0
F 1

2

F112F2
, ~l̄ 11F1!,0

F1,0, F2,0
F 1

2

F112F2
, ~l̄ 11F1!,0
erms of Use: http://spiedl.org/terms
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Dow
F1
2

F112F2

5
l̄ 11F1

11@~12M1!F1/F1
2#~ l̄ 11F1!

5
~ l̄ 11F1!

11~d12/F1
2!~ l̄ 11F1!

. ~27!

Hered12 must be positive. The value of 11d12~l̄ 11F1!/F1
2

is greater than 1 ifl̄ 11F1.0 and is between 0 and 1 i
l̄ 11F1,0 and F112F2,0, so the inequality equation
l̄ 11F1.F1

2/(F112F2) in Table 2 is always true. It mean
that the constraints l̄ 11F1.F1

2/(F112F2).0 and
F1
2/(F112F2),l̄ 11F1,0 are actually equivalent to the

conditionsl̄ 11F1.0 and l̄ 11F1,0, respectively.
By using Eqs. ~16!, ~20!, and ~24!, the term

2F3
2/(F312F2) in Table 4 becomes

2F 3
2

F312F2

5
~ l̄ 382F3!

12@2~1/M321!F3 /F 3
2#~ l̄ 382F3!

5
~ l̄ 382F3!

12~d23/F 3
2!~ l̄ 382F3!

. ~28!

Here d23 must be positive. The value of 12 d23( l̄ 38

2 F3)/F 3
2 is greater than 1 ifl̄ 38 2 F3 , 0 and is between 0

and 1 if l̄ 38 2 F3 . 0 andF312F2,0, so the inequality
equation2 F 3

2/(F3 1 2F2) . l̄ 38 2 F3 in Table 4 is always
true. It means that the constraintsl̄ 38 2 F3 , 2F 3

2/(F3

1 2F2) , 0 and2 F 3
2/(F31 2F2) . l̄ 38 2 F3. 0 areactu-

ally equivalent to the conditionsl̄ 38 2 F3 , 0 andl̄ 38 2 F3

. 0, respectively.
By using Eqs.~15!, ~17!, and~18!, the termF112F2 in

Table 2 can also be written as

F112F25F12
~ l̄ 11F1!2~ l 11F1!

~ l̄ 11F1!~ l 11F1!
F 1

2. ~29!

The curve forF112F250 is a hyperbola in thel 1;l̄ 1
diagram. The solution distribution in the diagram is th
divided into several areas by the hyperbolic curves and
sign ofF112F2 .

By using Eqs.~16!, ~19!, and~20!, F312F2 in Table 4
can be expressed as

F312F25F31
~ l̄ 382F3!2~ l 382F3!

~ l̄ 382F3!~ l 382F3!
F 3

2. ~30!

Table 3 Solution ranges of image position l 38 for different types of
F3 with the initial conditions M251 and M̄2521.

Types of F3 Solution Ranges of l 38

F3.0 (l 38 2F3).0 or (l 38 2F3), 2F3

F3,0 2F3.(l 382F3).0
nloaded From: http://opticalengineering.spiedigitallibrary.org/ on 04/28/2014
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Thus,F312F250 gives another hyperbola in thel 38 ; l̄ 38
diagram. Similarly, in this diagram, the solution distribu-
tion is thus divided into several areas by the hyperbolic
curves and the sign ofF312F2 .

According to the different values ofF1, F2, andF3, we
can illustrate the solution areas in thel 1 ; l̄ 1 and l 38

; l̄ 38 diagrams, as shown in Figs. 3 and 4, where we make
coordinate transforms froml 1~l̄ 1! to l 11F1~l̄ 11F1! in
the object~entrance pupil! space of the first lens and from
l 38( l̄ 38) to l 38 2 F3( l̄ 38 2 F3) in the image~exit pupil! space
of the third lens to make the magnifications have the same
sign in each quadrant.

Figure 3 shows the solution areas of the object distance
and entrance pupil distance of the first lens for different
combinations ofF1 andF2. Each solution area gives some
constraints on the signs of the related parameters includin
F112F2 , M1, and M̄1. From Eq. ~15!, the sign of
(M12M̄1) in each area is determined by the sign ofF2,
which is given when the solution area is chosen. The sign
of L5~l̄ 12l 1!, which is the distance from object to the
entrance pupil, is positive in the upper-left section and
negative in the lower-right section.

Similarly, Fig. 4 shows the solution areas of the image
distance and exit pupil distance of the third lens for differ-
ent combinations ofF2 andF3. This figure shows the con-
straints on the signs of the related parameters, including
F312F2 , M3, andM̄3, in each solution area. Similar toL,
the sign ofL8 5 ( l̄ 38 2 l 38), which is the distance from im-

Table 4 Solution ranges of exit pupil position l̄ 38 for different com-
binations of F2 and F3 with the initial conditions M251 and M̄2521.

Types of F2 and F3 Solution Ranges of l̄ 38

F3.0, F2.0 ~l̄ 382F3!.0

or

~ l̄ 382F3!,
2F 3

2

F312F2
,0

F3.0, F2,0 F312F2.0 ~l̄ 382F3!.0

or

~ l̄ 382F3!,
2F 3

2

F312F2
,0

F312F250 ~l̄ 382F3!.0

F312F2,0
2F 3

2

F312F2
.~l̄ 382F3!.0

F3,0, F2.0 F312F2.0 ~l̄ 382F3!.0

or

~ l̄ 382F3!,
2F 3

2

F312F2
,0

F312F250 ~l̄ 382F3!.0

F312F2,0
2F 3

2

F312F2
.~l̄ 382F3!.0

F3,0, F2,0
2F 3

2

F312F2
.~l̄ 382F3!.0
3351Optical Engineering, Vol. 35 No. 11, November 1996
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Dow
Fig. 3 Solution areas in the l 1;l̄ 1 diagram are indicated with shadow regions: (a) to (d) show the
solution areas for different combinations of F1 and F2 with the initial conditions M251 and M̄2521.
The constraints on the signs of F112F2 , M1 , and M̄1 in each area are also shown. The value of L is
positive at the upper-left section and negative at the lower-right section. The hyperbola represents the
curves of F112F250.
e
d
e
s

e

age to the exit pupil, is positive in the upper-left section and
negative in the lower-right section.

In Figs. 3 and 4, on the boundaries of solution areas th
solutions of interlens separation may be zero or infinite an
are not discussed here. If the solution points are on th
hyperbolic curves in Figs. 3 or 4, we would have the result
of F112F250 or F312F250.

2.2.2 Case 2: M2521 and M̄251

In this case, the principal ray is through the center of th
middle lens as shown in Fig. 5, SubstitutingM2521 and
M̄251 into Eqs.~7! to ~12!, we get

F25
M12M̄1

2
F1 , ~31!

F35
2

1/M321/M̄3

F2 , ~32!

d125~12M1!F112F2 ~33!
3352 Optical Engineering, Vol. 35 No. 11, November 1996
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d1252
F 1

2

l 11F1
1~F112F2!, ~34!

d125~12M̄1!F1 , ~35!

d2352F22S 1

M3
21DF3 , ~36!

d235
F 3

2

l 382F3
1~F312F2!, ~37!

d2352S 1

M̄3

21D F3 . ~38!

We also have the same equations as Eqs.~17! to ~20!,

l 15S 1

M1
21DF1 ~39!
erms of Use: http://spiedl.org/terms
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Dow
Fig. 4 Solution areas in the l 38 ; l̄ 38 diagram are indicated with shadow regions: (a) to (d) show the
solution areas for different combinations of F2 and F3 with the initial conditions M251 and M̄2521.
The constraints on the signs of F312F2 , M3 , and M̄3 in each area are also shown. The value of L8 is
positive at the upper-left section and negative at the lower-right section. The hyperbola represents the
curves of F312F250.
Fig. 5 Three-lens zoom system with the initial conditions M2521
and M̄251. The principal ray is through the center of the middle
lens.
nloaded From: http://opticalengineering.spiedigitallibrary.org/ on 04/28/2014
l̄ 15S 1

M̄1

21D F1 , ~40!

l 385~12M3!F3 , ~41!

l̄ 385~12M̄3!F3 . ~42!

In the same way as we did in case 1, we get the solution
ranges forl 1, l̄ 1, l 38 , and l̄ 38 , as listed in Tables 5
through 8. According to the different values ofF1, F2, and
F3, the solution areas in thel 1;l̄ 1 andl 38 ; l̄ 38 diagrams
are shown in Figs. 6 and 7.
3353Optical Engineering, Vol. 35 No. 11, November 1996
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Dow
2.3 Interlens Separations d12 and d23 in Zooming

To find the positions of the three lenses for a given magn
ficationM during zooming, we must calculated12 andd23.
From Eqs.~5! and ~6! we have

d12d235
KD2~K2K12K22K3!d

K2~K11K3!
. ~43!

Substitutingd12d23 into Eq.~5!, we have the relation of the
interlens separationsd12 andd23 as follows:

d235Ad121B, ~44!

where

A52
K1~K1K21KK3!

K3~K2K31KK1!
, ~45!

and

B5SK11K21K32K1
K1K3

K11K3
KD D K11K3

K3~K2K31KK1!
.

~46!

Table 5 Solution ranges of entrance pupil position l̄ 1 for different
types of F1 with the initial conditions M2521 and M̄251.

Types of F1 Solution Ranges of l̄ 1

F1.0 (l̄ 11F1).F1 or (l̄ 11F1),0

F1,0 F1,(l̄ 11F1),0

Table 6 Solution ranges of object position l 1 for different combina-
tions of F1 and F2 with the initial conditions M2521 and M̄251.

Types of F1 and F2 Solution Ranges of l 1

F1.0, F2.0 ~l 11F1!.
F 1

2

F112F2
.0

or (l 11F1),0

F1.0, F2,0 F112F2.0 ~l 11F1!.
F 1

2

F112F2
.0

or (l 11F1),0

F112F250 (l 11F1),0

F112F2,0
F 1

2

F112F2
,~l 11F1!,0

F1,0, F2.0 F112F2.0 ~l 11F1!.
F 1

2

F112F2
.0

or (l 11F1),0

F112F250 (l 11F1),0

F112F2,0
F 1

2

F112F2
,~l 11F1!,0

F1,0, F2,0 F 1
2

F112F2
,~l 11F1!,0
3354 Optical Engineering, Vol. 35 No. 11, November 1996
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Using Eqs.~5! and ~44!, we find

d125
2b6~b224ac!1/2

2a
, ~47!

where

a5AK1K2K3 ,

b5BK1K2K32AK3~K11K2!2K1~K21K3!,

c5K11K21K32K2BK3~K11K2!.

We substitute the given values ofL, L8, andP, which are
from the initial position, into Eqs.~1! and ~4! to get the
values ofK andKD as the functions ofM . Then we can
obtain the interlens separations with Eqs.~44! and~47! for
eachM value. After solving ford12 andd23, we calculate
the distancel 1 from the first lens to the object and the

Table 7 Solution ranges of exit pupil position l̄ 38 for different types
of F3 with the initial conditions M2521 and M̄251.

Types of F3 Solution Ranges of l̄ 38

F3.0 ( l̄ 38 2F3).0or( l̄ 38 2F3), 2F3

F3,0 2F3.( l̄ 382F3).0

Table 8 Solution ranges of image position l 38 for different combina-
tions of F2 and F3 with the initial conditions M2521 and M̄251.

Types of F2 and F3 Solution Ranges of l 38

F3.0, F2.0 ~l 382F3!.0

or

~ l 382F3!,
2F 3

2

F312F2
,0

F3.0, F2,0 F312F2.0 ~l 382F3!.0

or

~ l 382F3!,
2F 3

2

F312F2
,0

F312F250 (l 382F3).0

F312F2,0
2F 3

2

F312F2
.~l 382F3!.0

F3,0, F2.0 F312F2.0 ~l 382F3!.0

or

~ l 382F3!,
2F 3

2

F312F2
,0

F312F250 ~l 382F3!.0

F312F2,0
2F 3

2

F312F2
.~l 382F3!.0

F3,0, F2,0
2F 3

2

F312F2
.~l 382F3!.0
Terms of Use: http://spiedl.org/terms
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Downl
Fig. 6 Solution areas in the l 1;l̄ 1 diagram are indicated with shadow regions: (a) to (d) show the
solution areas for different combinations of F1 and F2 with the initial conditions M2521 and M̄251.
The constraints on the signs of F112F2 , M1 , and M̄1 in each area are also shown. The value of L is
positive at the upper-left section and negative at the lower-right section. The hyperbola represents the
curves of F112F250.
g

n
s

,

distancel 38 from the last lens to the image in any zoomin
position. In doing so, we need the values ofd ~the distance
from the first moving lens to the first principal planeH! and
d8 ~the distance from the last moving lens to the seco
principal planeH8!, as shown in Fig. 1. These quantitie
can be calculated using

d5
d23K31d12~K21K32d23K2K3!

K
, ~48!

d852
d12K11d23~K11K22d12K1K2!

K
. ~49!

So l 1 and l 38 are given by

l 15l 1d, ~50!

l 385l 81d8, ~51!

wherel 5(1/M21)F and l 85(12M )F.
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3 Design Methods

To simplify the solving of a two-conjugate zoom system,
we could give some related parameters in the initial posi-
tion of zooming. If one of the two special initial conditions
is selected as mentioned in Sec. 2.2,M2 and M̄2 will be
determined. Besides, it can be seen from Eqs.~15! to ~26!
or Eqs.~31! to ~42! that we still need the other five param-
eters, which could be the focal lengths of the three lenses
the object or entrance pupil distance from the first lens, the
image or exit pupil distance from the third lens, the object/
image or pupil magnifications of the first and third lenses,
and the distance from object to image, etc. We propose two
useful calculating procedures as follows.

3.1 Given l 1, l̄ 1, l 38 , l̄ 38 , and F1

According to the system requirements and the expected
signs of powers for the three lenses, we give the positions
of the object, entrance pupil, image and exit pupil in the
initial position and obtain the values ofL andL8. One of
the solution areas of Figs. 3 or 6 forl 1 and l̄ 1 can be
3355Optical Engineering, Vol. 35 No. 11, November 1996
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Fig. 7 Solution areas in the l 38 ; l̄ 38 diagram are indicated with shadow regions: (a) to (d) show the
solution areas for different combinations of F2 and F3 with the initial conditions M2521 and M̄251.
The constraints on the signs of F312F2 , M3 , and M̄3 in each area are also shown. The value of L8 is
positive at the upper-left section and negative at the lower-right section. The hyperbola represents the
curves of F312F250.
chosen according to the given values ofl 1 and l̄ 1 and the
expected signs ofF1 andF2. The initial values ofM2 and
M̄2 depend on the selected initial conditions. We the
choose a value ofF1 according to the constraint in the
chosen solution area and calculateM1 and M̄1 from Eqs.
~17! and~18! or Eqs.~39! and~40!. The value ofF2 can be
found from Eqs.~15! or ~31!. With Eqs. ~2! and ~3!, we
have

L8

L
5MM̄5M1M2M3M̄1M̄2M̄3 . ~52!

Combining this equation with Eqs.~19! and ~20! or Eqs.
~41! and ~42!, we haveM3 as follows:

M35
2b6~b224ac!1/2

2a
, ~53!

where
3356 Optical Engineering, Vol. 35 No. 11, November 1996
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a51,

b5S l 38

l̄ 38
21D ,

c52S l 38

l̄ 38
D S L8

L D 1

M1M2M̄1M̄2

,

andM̄3 is given by Eq.~52!. The value ofF3 is calculated
from Eqs. ~16! or ~32!. The interlens separationsd12 and
d23 are found from Eqs.~21! to ~26! or Eqs.~33! to ~38!.
The distance from object to imageP is obtained from the
following equation:
 Terms of Use: http://spiedl.org/terms
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P5S 22M12
1

M1
DF11S 22M22

1

M2
DF2

1S 22M32
1

M3
DF3 . ~54!

If the initial structure is not satisfactory or the values o
l 38 2 F3 and l̄ 38 2 F3 together withF2 andF3 are not lo-
cated in the solution areas of Figs. 4 or 7 forl 38 and l̄ 38 ,
we should adjust the related input parameters or choo
another solution area. After obtaining the desirable resu
and the structure of zoom system under the initial cond
tion, we can calculate the related parameters during zoo
ing.

In zooming, the system magnificationM changes;L, L8,
and P, which we have known from the initial position,
remain constant. We can findK andKD with Eqs.~1! and
~4! for anyM value. We then find the interlens separation
d12 and d23 from Eqs. ~44! and ~47!, and the object and
image distancesl 1 and l 38 from Eqs.~50! and~51! during
zooming. If the loci of the lenses are not smooth or th
zoom ratio of the system is too small, of course, we ca
readjust the related input parameters or select the other i
tial condition.

3.2 Given L, l 1 (or l̄ 1), P, M, and F1

In practical design, the value ofL5~l̄ 12l 1! is often given
from the preceding system and the object/image distanceP
will also be a given value if the zoom lens is used as a rela
system. In this case, if the object~or entrance pupil! dis-
tance from the first lens,l 1 ~or l̄ 1! is given, we will find
l̄ 1 ~or l 1! from L5~l̄ 12l 1!. The system magnificationM
may also be taken as an input parameter in the initial pos
tion. In this case, the value ofM is often taken as 1 or21.
According to the given values ofl 1, l̄ 1, P, andM , and the
expected signs of powers for the three lenses, we choo
one of the solution areas of Figs. 3 or 6 forl 1 and l̄ 1.
Since the initial condition gives the values ofM2 andM̄2,
we can calculateM1 and M̄1 with Eqs. ~17! and ~18! or
Eqs.~39! and~40! if a value ofF1 is given according to the
constraint in the chosen solution area. We also find th
value of F2 from Eqs. ~15! or ~31! and obtain the focal
lengthF3 of the third lens from the following equations:

F35FP2S 22M12
1

M1
DF12S 22M22

1

M2
DF2G Y

S 22M32
1

M3
D , ~55!

and

M35
M

M1M2
. ~56!

The M̄3 value is calculated with the following formulas:

P2L5 P̄2L8, ~57!
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P̄5S 22M̄12
1

M̄1
DF11S 22M̄22

1

M̄2
DF2

1S 22M̄32
1

M̄3
DF3 , ~58!

where P̄ is the distance from entrance to exit pupil~EE8!
and we have

M̄ 35
F3

L2P1~22M̄121/M̄1!F11~22M̄221/M̄ 2!F21~22M3!F3

,

~59!

l 38 and l̄ 38 are calculated from Eqs.~19! and ~20! or Eqs.
~41! and ~42!, and L8 is then found from Eq.~14!. The
interlens separationsd12 and d23 are obtained with Eqs.
~21! to ~26! or Eqs.~33! to ~38!. If the initial structure is not
satisfactory or the values ofl 38 2 F3 andl̄ 38 2 F3 together
with F2 andF3 are not located in the solution areas of Figs.
4 or 7 for l 38 and l̄ 38 , the related input parameters should
be adjusted or another solution area should be chosen. In
zooming, we obtain the interlens separationsd12 and d23
and the object and image distancesl 1 and l 38 with the
procedures described in Sec. 3.1.

4 Examples

Using the method described, we design four different zoom
systems. To obtain a zoom ratioR, the zoom system is
usually arranged to have the overall magnification varied
from uM u5AR to uM u 5 1/AR.

4.1 Example 1: Given l 1590, l̄ 152130, l 38 5 280,
and l̄ 38 5 125

In this example, the object and image are virtual and the
entrance and exit pupils are real in the initial position so
that L is negative andL8 is positive. We can find several
possible solution areas in Figs. 3 and 6. If we expect that
the zoom system comprises two positive lenses and a nega
tive lens in between and hasM251 and M̄2521 as the
initial conditions, the solution area marked with (IVb) of
Fig. 3~b! for l 1 and l̄ 1 can be chosen. The calculation
follows the procedures described in Sec. 3.1. If we give
F1550, we obtain M150.357143, M̄1520.625,
M352.64869, M̄3521.576079, d12532.143, and
d23530.204 in the initial position. We also get
F25224.5536, F3548.5234, and the results of
F112F2.0 andF312F2,0. The values ofl 38 2 F3 and
l̄ 38 2 F3 are located in the solution area marked with (IIb )
of Fig. 4~b! for l 38 and l̄ 38 . During zooming, the result is
shown in Fig. 8, with the natural logarithm ofuM u as ordi-
nate. The system has a zoom ratio of 16:1, magnificationM
from 4 to 0.25.

4.2 Example 2: Given l 152100, l̄ 152320, l 38

5 90,and l̄ 38 5 295

In this case, we have different values ofl 1, l̄ 1, l 38 , and
l̄ 38 but the sameL5~l̄ 12l 1! andL8 5 ( l̄ 38 2 l 38), as com-
pared with the previous example. Here, the object, image,
3357Optical Engineering, Vol. 35 No. 11, November 1996
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Down
entrance, and exit pupils are all real. If the zoom syste
comprises two positive lenses and a negative lens in
tween and the initial conditions are chosen to beM2521
and M̄251, we can select the solution area marked wi
(IIIa ) of Fig. 6~b! for l 1 and l̄ 1. Following the proce-
dures described in Sec. 3.1 and givingF1550, we obtain
M1521, M̄1520.185185, M3520.939344, M̄3
525.356738,d12559.259, andd23555.071 in the initial
position. We also haveF25220.3704,F3546.4075, and
the results ofF112F2.0, F312F2.0. The values ofl 38

2 F3 and l̄ 38 2 F3 are located in the solution area marke
with (Ia) of Fig. 7~b! for l 38 and l̄ 38 . During zooming, the
result is shown in Fig. 9. The system has a zoom ratio
16:1. The magnificationM is from 24 to 20.25.

Fig. 8 Loci of three lenses in zooming. This system has virtual ob-
ject and image with F1550, F25224.5536, F3548.5234, and zoom
ratio516. The distance from object to image P is 2107.654, the
distance from entrance to exit pupil P̄ is 317.347, and L52220 and
L85205.

Fig. 9 Loci of three lenses in zooming. This system has real object
and image with F1550, F25220.3704, F3546.4075, and zoom ratio
516, and L and L8 are the same as that in Fig. 8. The distance from
object to image P is 304.330, and the distance from entrance to exit
pupil P̄ is 729.330.
3358 Optical Engineering, Vol. 35 No. 11, November 1996
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4.3 Example 3: Given l 152105, l̄ 1580, l 38 5 105,
and l̄ 38 5 280

Here the object and image are real and the entrance and exi
pupils are virtual in the initial position. From the given
data, we have positiveL, negativeL8, andL52L8. If the
system consists of two positive lenses and a negative lens
located in between and the initial conditions giveM2521
and M̄251, the solution area marked with (IIb ) of Fig.
6~b! can be chosen. In the same way givingF1540, we
obtain M1520.615385, M̄150.333333, M3521.625,
M̄353, d12526.667, andd23526.667 in the initial position.
We also haveF25218.9744,F3540, and the values of
l 38 2 F3 and l̄ 38 2 F3 located in the solution area marked
with (IVb) of Fig. 7~b!. In this example, the system is
symmetrical and hasF15F3 , d125d23, M151/M3 , and
M̄151/M̄3 in the initial position. During zooming, the re-
sult is shown in Fig. 10. The system has a zoom ratio of
16:1. The magnificationM is from 24 to 20.25.

4.4 Example 4: Given L5195, l 152105 (or
l̄ 1590), P5270, and M521

In this case, the object is real and the entrance pupil is
virtual in the initial position, so thatL is positive. We ex-
pect that the system has two positive lenses and a negative
lens in between. If we select the initial conditions in which
M2521 and M̄251, we can choose the solution area
marked with (IIb ) of Fig. 6~b!. BecauseM is 21, M1 is
equal to 1/M3 in the initial position. Following the calcu-
lating procedures described in Sec. 3.2 and givingF1542,
we obtain M1520.666667, M̄150.318182,M3521.5,
M̄353.299579,l 38 5 106.636,l̄ 38 5 298.088,d12528.636,
and d23529.727 in the initial position. We also have
F25220.6818, F3542.6545, and the results of
F112F2.0, F312F2.0. The values ofl 38 2 F3 and l̄ 38
2 F3 are located in the solution area marked with (IVb) of
Fig. 7~b!. During zooming, the result is shown in Fig. 11.
The system has a zoom ratio of 16:1 and the magnification
M is from 24 to 20.25.

Fig. 10 Loci of three lenses in zooming. This system is symmetrical
and has real object and image with F1540, F25218.9744, F3540,
and zoom ratio516. The distance from object to image P is
263.333, the distance from entrance to exit pupil P̄ is 2106.667, and
L5185 and L852185.
 Terms of Use: http://spiedl.org/terms
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5 Discussion

For the first-order design of two-conjugate zoom lenses,
have analyzed the possible solutions for the positions
two pairs of conjugate planes that correspond to the obje
image and pupils. The solution areas in thel 1;l̄ 1 and
l 38 ; l̄ 38 diagrams are visual and helpful for designers
select the positive and negative types of three lenses in
zoom system and find the constraints on the powers
lenses if the values ofl 1, l̄ 1, l 38, and l̄ 38 are given in the
initial position. In this paper, we giveF1 and then calculate
F2 andF3. Of course, instead ofF1, we can giveF3 and
then calculateF1 andF2 with different design procedures.
From Figs. 3 and 4 and 6 and 7, we find that the soluti
areas for negative first and third lenses are smaller than t
for positive first and third lenses. Generally, Eqs.~47! and
~53! should have two solutions. Sometimes only one
them can meet the conditionsd12.0 andd23.0. However,
if both the solutions meet these conditions, we will choo
the solution that gives a better result.

In examples 1 and 2, two different results are obtain
under the same values ofL andL8 but different values of
M2 and M̄2, which correspond to the different initial con-
ditions described in Sec. 2.2. We also find that the syste
in example 1 is more compact than that in example 2.
examples 1 to 4, theL and L8 have opposite signs; this
means that the direction fromO to E is opposite to that
from O8 to E8. However, this is not a necessary conditio
in our design theory. Systems for different combinations
signs and values ofL and L8 can be solved only if the
positions of two pairs of conjugate planes are located in t
solution areas shown in thel 1;l̄ 1 andl 38 ; l̄ 38 diagrams.
In many practical designs, we usually expect the initial co
dition is specified in the mean position of zooming, i
which the system magnificationM is 11 or 21. In this
special case, we have one more constraint:uM1u is the re-
ciprocal of uM3u due toM5M1M2M3 . The signs ofM1
andM3 are the same or not depending on the sign ofM2,
11 or 21, such as in example 4. The formulas derived
this paper are suitable for the general two-conjugate zo

Fig. 11 Loci of three lenses in zooming. This system has real object
and image with F1542, F25220.6818, F3542.6545, and zoom ratio
516. The distance from object to image P is 270, the distance from
entrance to exit pupil P̄ is 2129.724, and L5195 and
L852204.724.
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systems including the symmetrical systems described by
Hopkins, who assumedF15F3 , L5L8, l 152l 38 , and
l̄ 152 l̄ 38 in the mean position to be the necessary condi-
tions. Example 3 is such a case.

6 Conclusion

As we know, a proper first-order layout often gives a sat-
isfactory lens design. In general, the layout design of a
two-conjugate zoom system is more difficult than that of an
ordinary zoom system since both the entrance and exit pu-
pils must be fixed during zooming. However, with the
analysis of the solution areas in the 2-D diagrams for two
pairs of the parameters~l 1,l̄ 1! and (l 38 , l̄ 38), we can easily
find the solutions for the two-conjugate zoom lens.
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